The fellows would like to thank the faculty and program leadership for a successful academic year! Contained within this 2nd edition of The Bulletin, you’ll find more of the fellows work since the start of January 2017, and there is more in the pipeline. In addition, we wish the fellows transitioning to new roles, or new places, well. We also welcome our new fellows on July 1st!

Recent Publications


The Director’s Corner

With the 2017 academic year closing, we nostalgically watch the transitions of our trainees towards advanced fellowships and starting new jobs. This year closes with an unprecedented number of achievements by our graduates. Certainly, it is the first time that a member of our program is on the Editorial Board of Circulation Genetics, at the same time as being awarded a KO8 grant by the National Institutes of Health (NIH). Cognizant about the importance of encouraging behaviors that positively influence our team and others, the Fellowship rewards industriousness, citizenship and scholarship. The winner of the Tim Bricker citizenship award was given to Rob Loar and Gary Dhillon and the McNamara fellow of the Year to Andrew Landstrom. We are extremely grateful to Lora Clark for coordinating all fellowship-related matters, to Sue Denfield for her productive tenure as Associate program director and welcome Shaine Morris as Associate program director for Research. We welcome the new Fellows and look forward to the coming year!
Recent Publications, cont.


Oral Presentations


Poster Presentations


In Review, for 2016-2017: 31 peer-reviewed publications, 19 oral abstracts and 24 poster presentations at national meetings, 16 awards/grants
Dr. Shaine Morris is the winner of the 2017 McNamara Teacher of the Year Award.

Dr. Gary Dhillon and Dr. Rob Loar are co-recipients of the J. Timothy Bricker Citizenship Award.

Dr. Andrew Landstrom is the winner of the McNamara Fellow of the Year Award.

Onward & Upward!

Awards/Grants

Gary Dhillon: Best Clinical Research poster Presentation, BCM Research Symposium.

Andrew Landstrom: KO8 Award, National Institutes of Health.

Andrew Landstrom: Best poster, BCM CVRI symposium.

Andrew Landstrom: HRS travel grant, 2017.


Chris Broda: ASAIO Young Innovators Fellowship, June 2017.


Dr. Morris will also be joining the program as an Associate PD with a focus on research.

---
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The Fellows wish to thank Dr. Hugh Allen and Dr. Doug Moodie for their supervision, mentorship, and commitment to training us. Both Dr. Allen and Dr. Moodie were awarded for their efforts at this year’s graduation ceremony. The Fellows have all benefited from their focus on educating the “next generation”.

- Welcome to the Incoming Fellows -

Jolie Britt  
TCH/BCM

Tam Doan  
U. Connecticut

Kyle Hope  
CHOP

Subhrajit Lahiri  
Miami Children’s

Judson Moore  
TCH/BCM

Anna Venardos  
Cincinnati

For comments, email Robert.Loar@bcm.edu and Spinner@bcm.edu